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Abstract 
As a necessity of human life, the market demand for fresh agricultural products is 
increasing year by year. Its logistics service level such as delivery rate and timeliness, 
quality of agricultural products and freshness of agricultural products are getting more 
and more attention from the public. With the adjustment of national policies and the 
continuous development of economic situation, the distribution of fresh agricultural 
products is particularly important, and the rationalization of distribution center 
location is conducive to improving the service level of logistics supply chain. This paper 
takes the western cold capital of Mianyang, Sichuan as the research object, analyzes its 
fresh agricultural products distribution situation and development prospect, and carries 
out strategic planning. Taking into account the perishable and short life cycle of fresh 
agricultural products, four to five secondary distribution centers are selected in the 
provinces and cities around Mianyang as the transit points for the delivery of fresh 
agricultural products in the western cold capital of Mianyang, so as to ensure that the 
fresh agricultural products can be delivered to the consumers in the radiated area within 
a short period of time. In this paper, the Baumovarv model and the operation-on-the-
table method are used to analyze and study the candidate locations, and finally the 
calculation results are comprehensively evaluated, and then relevant feasibility 
suggestions are given. 

Keywords 
Logistics Network Site Selection; Baumovaroff Model; Distribution Center; Fresh 
Agricultural Products. 

1. Introduction 

As an important operation point of logistics distribution, logistics center plays a vital role in the 
development of logistics. At present, China has continuous in-depth exploration and research 
in agricultural transformation, structure adjustment and reform, which has largely laid a solid 
foundation for China's agricultural development and further promoted the upgrading and 
transformation of the whole rural agriculture. However, in the market of fresh agricultural 
products, there are still many problems such as high cost of agricultural products in circulation, 
the balance between supply and demand is broken, high yield of fresh agricultural products but 
low quality assurance, high cost of transportation and storage and low price, quality and quality 
need to be improved. According to the statistics, the packaging of fresh agricultural products in 
China is mainly made of disposable materials compared with foreign countries in 
transportation and circulation. For example, in the process of picking fresh agricultural 
products and sending them to the transportation truck, plastic boxes and paper boxes are the 
main packaging materials. But even with such packaging methods, the breakage rate of fresh 
produce such as fruits and vegetables in circulation reaches 20%-30%, compared with 1.7%-
5% in developed countries and less than 1% in the United States. The sales method used for 
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fresh agricultural products is mostly direct distribution, often ignoring the huge circulation cost 
savings that can be brought by multi-region and multi-location joint distribution or transfer. As 
an essential necessity in human daily life, people's consumption of fresh agricultural products 
is increasing day by day, and according to the data of China Statistical Yearbook 2017, the per 
capita consumption of fresh agricultural products of the national residents increased year by 
year from 2013 to 2016, and the results of data collation are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. National per capita consumption of fresh produce, 2013-2016 Unit: kg 
Year/type Meat Vegetables Fruits Aquatic products Milk 

2013 25.6 97.5 40.7 10.4 11.7 
2014 25.6 96.9 42.2 10.8 12.6 
2015 26.2 97.8 44.5 11.2 12.1 
2016 26.1 100.1 48.3 11.4 12.0 

Data source: China Statistical Yearbook 2017 data collation [1]. 
 
In addition, fresh agricultural products are perishable, perishable, fresh and other 
characteristics, and the freshness is an important indicator to determine the value of fresh 
agricultural products. The delivery time and speed of fresh agricultural products in circulation 
and the quality of fresh agricultural products are closely related to people's food safety, and any 
slackness will cause serious harm to people's health. In recent years, people's living standard 
has been rising, and the consumption of fresh produce is increasing day by day, and at the same 
time, people's concern about the quality of fresh produce has been raised to a higher level. To 
improve the efficiency of transportation and distribution and to ensure the freshness and 
quality of the products, it is especially important to plan the fresh agricultural products logistics 
and distribution network and to establish fresh agricultural products distribution centers.  
Western Cold Capital in Mianyang City, Sichuan Province is a collection of cold chain logistics 
and trade, agricultural products distribution, online and offline trading, batch selling, 
agricultural products safety quarantine, price adjustment and release, with the aim of creating 
an integrated trading platform for agricultural and sideline products industry chain. Since 2005, 
Western Cold Capital has had a number of agricultural and sideline products trading and 
distribution bases. Among them, a wide range of agricultural products such as fruits, vegetables, 
milk, eggs, fish, meat, etc. In the future, it is estimated that the transaction volume will exceed 
more than 100 billion yuan, becoming the largest agricultural products logistics trading port in 
the western region of China. It is expected that the coverage of agricultural products will cover 
the whole western region, and the market share of agricultural products will reach about 80%-
90% of the whole western region, and the turnover today is even ten million yuan/month 
Nowadays, the turnover has reached 10 million Yuan/month, and the turnover keeps climbing 
at the rate of 8% every month. In this paper, the network site planning of fresh agricultural 
products logistics in western Mianyang and the site research of fresh agricultural products 
distribution center can provide some reference for the external delivery of fresh agricultural 
products, further improvement of product quality and reduction of agricultural products 
transaction cost in western Mianyang. 

2. Literature Review 

In recent years, with the increasing demand for quality of life, logistics as the "third source of 
profit" has become a new economic hotspot, and people pay more and more attention to the 
"freshness" of fresh agricultural products, so the logistics distribution problem is also getting 
more and more attention (Li Min et al., 2020). We all face a common problem: how to 
reasonably select the location of logistics centers (Wang, Yameng et al., 2015). The location of 
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logistics distribution centers is a strategic issue for logistics system optimization. Zhang 
Wenfeng and Liang Kaihao (2017) used quantum particle swarm algorithm combined with 
nonlinear mixed integer model to solve the layout and transportation problem of fresh 
agricultural products from the origin to the pre-cooling station to the distribution center. The 
distribution of fresh agricultural products is about speed and time, and in order to have both, 
Tujun et al. (2017) designed a fourth-party logistics contract that considers both delivery 
quality and time. The exploration of logistics delivery models is constantly updated, and the rise 
of e-commerce and the emergence of third-party logistics provide new ideas for the delivery 
model of fresh agricultural products, and combining the two can achieve many benefits (Jinhui 
et al., 2017). Two types of decisions are considered in the proposed model: stopping the 
transportation and/or rerouting the goods to a closer location, showing that significant savings 
can be obtained if the producer or the third-party logistics company adopts the method 
(Mejjaouli, 2017), and the rationalization of the distribution center location is necessary for 
logistics companies to save costs, improve the service level of the distribution system, and 
improve the transportation system Suraraksa and Shin (2019) evaluate and compare the 
performance of all possible scenarios by considering the number of distribution centers and 
trucks required, total travel time, total travel distance, and fairness among drivers. One of the 
biggest challenges facing cold chain logistics today is to deliver fresh food while minimizing 
CO2 emissions (Chen, J et al, 2019). From the concept of green logistics, Rong, Luqing et al. 
(2017) proposed to introduce carbon emission cost to further modify the Baumovarv model, 
mainly considering the reduction of carbon emissions. Liang Xi and Kevin (2019) proposed a 
two-level closed-loop logistics network site-path optimization model considering customer 
clustering and product recycling for the current unreasonable recycling of used products and 
carbon emission pollution from logistics activities.  
However, in actual life, some emergency facilities siting problems will be faced, so how are the 
ones in emergency management to be handled? Yang Guangying et al. (2020) proposed a siting 
method for emergency facilities based on type two fuzzy set theory based on traditional siting 
methods, quantified the degree of emergency resource demand by regional population density, 
and constructed a maximum coverage model for the siting set. Based on this, a new hybrid 
method is proposed to select the location of offshore wind power plants by combining the 
hierarchical analysis method (AHP) and the priority ranking organization method enrichment 
evaluation (PROMETHEE)-II method in the CIIC environment. First, a comprehensive 
evaluation criteria index system for OWPS site selection was constructed. Then, the CIIC set was 
used to express incomplete information in the decision of the expert committee. In addition, by 
collecting experts' opinions and by considering the interaction issues (Mohamed Abdel-Basset 
et al, 2021). Zhao Shuqiao et al. (2018) used a quantitative research method to reflect the 
application of Baumovarv model in network siting with a case study of rural express network 
siting in Anhui Province. 
The above literature research results all have certain theoretical and practical value for logistics 
distribution center siting scheme, but there are still shortcomings and shortcomings. This paper 
is based on the background selection of materials for fresh agricultural products logistics 
network siting research in the western cold capital of Mianyang, taking into account all factors 
affecting distribution center siting, and specific analysis of specific problems, which is also an 
innovative point of this paper. 
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3. Methodology and Data Source 

3.1. Methodology 
The Baumol-Wolfe model is a nonlinear integer programming model with minimal total costs 
consisting of transportation and storage costs, passing from several plants through several 
distribution centers and delivering goods to users. 
Advantages: it is relatively simple to calculate; it can evaluate the total cost of the distribution 
process (the sum of freight, storage and dispatch costs); it can solve for the throughput of the 
distribution center, i.e., the goal of deciding the size of the distribution center; according to the 
characteristics of the variable costs of the distribution center, it can be used to feed large 
quantities. 
Disadvantages: the method of successive approximation is used, which does not ensure the 
optimal solution. 

3.2. Research Content 
The issue of logistics distribution center location needs to focus on some specific objectives. 
The main ones include minimization of various types of costs, maximization of material flow, 
optimization of services, and maximization of potential.The logistics distribution center first 
collects and processes goods at the origin or production base of goods. Then the unified 
arrangement and dispatch is made in the distribution center, after which the goods are 
transported to each demand point. 
First of all, this chapter considers the problem of selecting the location of the distribution center 
for fresh agricultural products in the western cold capital of Mianyang, based on the market 
demand of fresh agricultural products and the distribution of traffic routes corresponding to 
each demand point. Combining various factors affecting the location of fresh agricultural 
products as well as economic and demographic conditions, eight alternative locations are 
temporarily selected in and outside Sichuan Province. The selection of the eight locations 
follows the requirements and principles of logistics distribution center site selection as far as 
possible, choosing places close to demand points and large markets, fully considering the 
market development prospects and the development potential of distribution centers, and 
taking into account the coverage of fresh agricultural products from the western cold capital of 
Mianyang. Among them, the sales of fresh agricultural products in western Mianyang Cold 
Capital have been increasing year by year, and along with the continuous expansion of the 
market, the products are sold to areas inside and outside Sichuan Province. At present, the main 
sales areas involve Chengdu, Deyang, Guangyuan, local and surrounding towns in Mianyang and 
Meishan City, etc. The future sales are expected to cover the western part of Sichuan. Now the 
location of Mianyang Western Cold Capital Fresh Agricultural Products Logistics Distribution 
Center can provide reference and reference for future fresh agricultural products distribution, 
transportation and sales. In the first step, eight alternative sites were selected for discussion 
and research, and the optimal alternative sites were calculated by Baumovaroff model.Later in 
this paper, the data information will be compared and studied, and the basic situation of each 
alternative site will be considered comprehensively. Combined with the location of the demand 
points, the eight candidate locations will be analyzed and screened, and more suitable 
alternative locations will be proposed, and then the next step of the Baumovarv model will be 
carried out to calculate. 
The article for the fresh agricultural products logistics distribution center site selection mainly 
for the traffic conditions, population conditions, location of the economic conditions of the three 
indicators for screening, through the online survey of relevant ranking information, as shown 
in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Evaluation indexes of alternative sites for fresh produce distribution centers 
Indicators Chengdu Hanzhong Guangyuan Dazhou Suining Beibei  Neijiang Leshan 

Transportation Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good 

Economy 13889.39 1333.3 732.12 1583.94 1138.06 530 1332.1 1507.79 
Population 1570.97 384.14 263.00 556.76 329.00 78.62 427.85 326.05 

Source: Baidu map, Gaode map, 2017 GDP ranking of provinces and cities, national census table. 
 
According to statistics, the service scope of fresh agricultural products in the western cold 
capital of Mianyang, Sichuan mainly covers Chengdu, Deyang, Mianyang, Guangyuan, Meishan 
and other areas in Sichuan and provinces and cities outside Sichuan, such as Chongqing, Shaanxi 
and Gansu, etc. In this paper, the distribution of demand points is obtained by collecting and 
summarizing information on the demand points. 
From the analysis of the above information, the alternative addresses of distribution centers 
should consider certain natural conditions, policies, facilities and equipment, and land prices in 
addition to transportation, economy, and population, etc. Considering them comprehensively, 
secondary screening is conducted from the above eight alternative addresses, and six locations 
in Hanzhong City, Beibei District, Guangyuan City, Suining City, Neijiang City, and Chengdu City 
are proposed to be selected as the final alternative locations in combination with the demand 
point locations. The demand sites and alternative sites are now numbered as shown in Tables 
3 and 4. 
 

Table 3. Number of each demand point 
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Location Ziliujing Tongchuan  Shuangliu Zhaohua Dongxing Yubei Nanzheng Tongnan 

 

Table 4. Number of each alternative point 
Number 1 2 3 4 5 
Location Chengdu Guangyuan Suining Neijiang Hanzhong 

3.3. Model Building 
3.3.1. Baumovalve Model Construction, Solution 

Notation: i denotes the production place, j denotes the alternative place, i.e., the distribution 
center, and k denotes the demand point, i.e., the user. 

ijc --Transportation cost per unit shipment from the i  production place to the j  alternative 
place. 

jkh --dispatch cost per unit of j dispatch volume from the k  alternative to the demand point. 

ijkc --freight charges for sending unit shipments from the place of i production through the j  

alternative place to the k  demand point, i.e. ijk ij jkc c h  . 

ijkx - the volume of goods transported from the place of i production through the j  alternative 
place to the point of k  demand. 

jw - the volume of goods transported through the j  alternative place, i.e. j ijk
i k

w x
，

. 

j
v -variable cost per unit shipment at the j  alternative place. 
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jF --fixed costs at the j  alternative site (independent of the size of the distribution center). 

is -the quantity of products supplied at the place of i  production. 

k
d -the quantity of demand at the demand point. 

This is f  assumed to be the total cost of fees for the site-layout option, which should be 
minimized according to the concepts related to site-layout. The total cost of expense function 
is: 
 

, ,

( ) ( ) + ( ) ( )ijk ij jk ijk j j jr j
i j k j j

f x c h x v W F W      

3.3.2. Data Collection and Collation 
It can be learned that the demand points studied in this paper are mainly distributed in eight 
regions, and the alternative sites for the initial selection of logistics distribution centers are five. 
When conducting the distribution center site selection, the choice ignores the fixed costs (fixed 
costs are not consistent in each region), and also considers the corresponding variable costs 
(such as the processing costs of fresh agricultural products in the distribution center, packaging 
costs, material storage costs, etc.). After data and information collection, the following data and 
information were obtained, as shown in Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7. 
 

Table 5. Unit freight costs and plant availability from the production site to the alternative 
site 

Production Alternative Location( j ) Supply 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 60 42 92 105 136 400 
2 62 63 26 115 93 360 

Data source: 56135 China Smart Logistics Platform. 
 

Table 6. Unit sending fee from alternative point to demand point and demand for demand 
point 

Alternative Location Demand( k ) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 105 290 14 160 145 85 55 82 
2 120 130 140 20 140 125 62 120 
3 95 57 75 115 92 100 90 30 
4 27 200 65 129 8 115 180 90 
5 205 73 150 100 170 280 10 160 

Demand 80 90 110 85 100 115 100 80 

Data source: 56135 China Smart Logistics Platform. 
 
Let the volume of j transportation through the warehouse be, and the formula for calculating 
the variable cost of each logistics distribution center is shown in Table 4-6. 
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Table 7. Variable costs for distribution centers 

Alternative( j ) 1 2 3 4 5 

Variable costs 75 1w  70 2w  80 3w  85 4w  75 5w  

Note: This example is taken. 
3.3.3. Solving Process 

Table 8. Initial plan 
Production  

Demand( k ) 
Supply 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 140④ 149③ 74① 62② 113④ 145① 104② 122③ 400 

2 121③ 83② 76① 83② 118③ 126③ 103⑤ 56③ 360 

Demand 80 90 110 85 100 115 100 80 760 

 
The calculation problem in this paper is a transportation class problem. Therefore, it can be 
solved by using the operation-on-the-table method in operations research, which is more 
convenient and faster to calculate, and the amount of transportation can be obtained through 
the operation-on-the-table method for transportation calculation. As a result, the initial 
solution is derived as shown in Table 9. 
 

Table 9. Initial solution 
Production  Demand( k ) Supply 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1   110① 85② 100④ 105①   400 
2 80③ 90②    10③ 100⑤ 80③ 360 

Demand 80 90 110 85 100 115 100 80 760 

 

Table 10. Product throughput in alternative locations 1jw , alternative location change costs 

and change cost rates corresponding to the initial solution 
Alternative 1 2 3 4 5 

Product throughput 1jw  215 175 170 100 100 

Alternative land change costs 1100  926 1043 850 750 
Alternative Variable Cost Rate 2.6 2.6 3.1 4.25 3.75 

 
According to the data analyzed in the results of the above table, it can be seen that the variation 
costs do not increase with the increase of the product throughput at each alternative point, and 
there is a difference in the variation cost rate. 
From this, it can be calculated that the transportation cost of the initial solution is 73125 
(currency units), the variable cost of the alternative points is 4669 (currency units), and the 
total cost is 77794 (currency units). Further, according to the equation. 
 

2 1 1( )ik ij jk j j
j

c Min c h v w        
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The results are shown in Table 11. 
 

Table 11. Minimum transportation rates between production and demand points
2
ikc  

Production  Demand( k ) Supply 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 136.3④ 150.1

③ 
76.6① 64.6② 117.3

④ 
147.6
① 

106.6
② 

123.1
③ 

400 

2 124.1③ 86.1③ 78.6① 85.6② 121.1
③ 

129.1
③ 

106.8
⑤ 

59.1③ 360 

Demand 80 90 110 85 100 115 100 80 760 

 
Using the problem shown in Table 11 as a transportation problem, the quadratic solution can 
be found by using the on-table operation method, as shown in Table 12. 
 

Table 12. Secondary solutions 
Production Demand( ) Supply 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1   110① 85② 100④ 5① 100②  400 

2 80③ 90③    110③  80③ 360 

Demand 80 90 110 85 100 115 100 80 760 

 

Table 13. Alternative point product passages corresponding to the secondary solution , 

alternative point change costs and change cost rates 
Alternative Location( ) 1 2 3 4 5 

product passages jw  115 185 360 100 0 

alternative point change costs 805 953 1518 850 0 

alternative point change cost rates 3.5 2.6 2.1 4.25 ∞ 

 
From Table 13, it can be obtained that the result of the secondary solution has zero product 
throughput in alternative point 5, and the corresponding total transportation cost is 73,651 
(currency units), and the sum of the alternative point change costs is 4,126 (currency units), 
which adds up to 77,777 (currency units). In contrast to the primary solution it clearly follows 
that the total cost of the secondary solution is 17 (currency units) less than the primary solution. 
Since the product throughput at alternative point 5 is zero, it can be built without input, and 
repeating the same calculation as in step two yields the minimum transportation rate for the 
production and demand points corresponding to the three solutions.The calculation results are 
shown in Table 14. 
 

3 2 1( )ik ij jk j j
j

c Min c h v w        

k

 2jw

j
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Table 14. Minimum transportation rates between production and demand points 
Production Demand( k ) Supply 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 136.3④ 151.1

③ 
77.5① 64.6② 117.3

④ 
148.5
① 

106.6
② 

124.1
③ 

400 

2 123.1③ 85.1③ 79.5① 85.6② 120.1
③ 

128.1
③ 

118.1
③ 

58.1③ 360 

Demand 80 90 110 85 100 115 100 80 760 

 
As shown in Table 14, this problem is solved as a product transportation problem, and 
transportation scheduling is performed again using the on-table operation method. The data 
for scheduling here is summarized based on the results obtained in Table 13, and at this time, 
the use of the on-table operation method requires attention to the part of the location through 
which the initial solution differs. 
 

Table 15. Three-time solutions 
Production Demand( k ) Supply 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1   110① 85② 100④ 5① 100②  400 
2 80③ 90③    110③  80③ 360 

Demand 80 90 110 85 100 115 100 80 760 

Table 16. Alternative point product passages corresponding to the secondary solution 3jw , 

alternative point change costs and change cost rates 
Alternative Location( ) 1 2 3 4 5 

product passages jw  115 185 360 100 0 

alternative point change costs 805 953 1518 850 0 
alternative point change cost rates 3.5 2.6 2.1 4.25 ∞ 

 

Due to 3jw = , This calculation ends. 

3.4. Data Source 
Mainly by collating and reviewing the relevant domestic and foreign research, analyzing the 
problem solving of domestic and foreign scholars. Through online news, western cold capital 
website information, etc. to find and obtain relevant data, combined with the current situation 
of fresh agricultural products logistics development in western cold capital of Mianyang City, 
the characteristics of fresh agricultural products and development indicators from various 
aspects and multiple angles of qualitative evaluation. Analyzing the current siting situation of 
fresh agricultural products logistics network, also based on the collection of online data, news 
dynamic inquiry and field research, etc.  
The authors conducted a field survey as well as online tracking visit in Mianyang, Sichuan 
province and cities around Mianyang, which can be used as the location of the western cold 
capital fresh agricultural products logistics network for full investigation and analysis, as well 
as data collection work to provide actual research materials for the model. 
The collected data will be sorted out and processed to get a clear and intuitive site selection, 
and the data will be used to get the relevant mathematical model in the software and solved to 

j

 2jw

3
ikc
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reach the optimal conclusion. The research in this paper has certain relevance and practical 
application. 

4. Discussion and Recommend 

4.1. Discussion 
The results of site selection for fresh agricultural products logistics distribution center in 
western Mianyang cold capital. 
According to the calculation results of the three solutions, the logistics distribution centers 
derived in this paper are: alternative sites 1 (Chengdu city), 2 (Guangyuan city), 3 (Suining city) 
and 4 (Neijiang city). At this time, the transportation cost of alternative places is 73,651 
(monetary units), the change cost of alternative places is 4,126 (monetary units), and the total 
cost is 77,777 (monetary units). Eight alternative sites were selected inside and outside Sichuan 
province, and five alternative sites were finally determined after further analysis. Using 
relevant theoretical knowledge, eight demand sites and two production sites were derived, and 
the final four distribution center locations were solved by bringing in and calculating the 
Baumovarv model based on relevant data such as freight costs and dispatch fees. 

4.2. Recommend 
From this paper case easy to know, Baumovarv model has many advantages. In terms of 
application, it is mainly applied to the situation of wide distribution of goods demand points in 
the region, many demand points, excessive distance between points and points, high logistics 
transportation cost, etc. It has more advantages in these aspects of application. It is relatively 
simple to calculate, and at the same time can evaluate the total cost in the process of logistics 
distribution, which can be the basis for deciding the scale of distribution center, and can also 
solve the throughput of distribution center, the upstream and downstream objects can be 
clarified to a certain extent, and the quantity of goods transfer and the direction of transfer can 
be determined at the same time. Through the research of this paper, it is proposed to make 
practical suggestions for the site selection of fresh agricultural products logistics distribution 
center in western Mianyang. This paper suggests that the two-level logistics distribution 
centers selected for the western cold capital can be the following locations: Chengdu, 
Guangyuan, Suining and Neijiang, and the selection of the logistics distribution centers can 
ensure that the fresh agricultural products of the western cold capital can be radiated to the 
cities inside and outside Sichuan province to the greatest extent. As the focus of this paper, the 
Baumovarv model is applied to the actual case to calculate the site selection results, which can 
provide a reference for the location of the fresh agricultural products distribution network in 
the western cold capital of Mianyang. As a kind of site planning for the future, in addition to 
fully considering the changes in the conditions of the distribution center, it is more important 
to focus on the changes in the future development of the western cold capital, so as to plan 
according to local conditions, as an important supply place of fresh agricultural products in the 
west, the western cold capital shoulders more and more responsibility. 

5. Conclusion 

This chapter, from the screening and determination of alternative addresses of distribution 
centers to the collection and organization of data, is for the next step to better use the 
Baumovarv model to solve the data. Through the theoretical pavement in the previous two 
chapters, eight alternative sites are selected in and outside Sichuan province in this chapter, 
and five alternative sites are finally determined after further analysis. Using the relevant 
theoretical knowledge, the eight demand points and two production sites are derived, and the 
final four distribution center locations are solved based on the data of freight and dispatch fees, 
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etc. by bringing in and calculating the Baumovarff model. This paper provides a theoretical and 
practical reference for the location selection study of fresh agricultural products distribution 
center in western Mianyang cold capital. 
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